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Abstract
In this paper, we describe a system, written in Haskell, for the automated veriﬁcation of Web sites
which can be used to specify (partial) correctness and completeness properties of a given Web
site, and then automatically check whether these properties are actually fulﬁlled. It provides a
rule-based, formal speciﬁcation language which allows us to deﬁne syntactic/semantic conditions
for the Web site by means of a user-friendly graphical interface as well as a veriﬁcation facility for
recognizing forbidden/incorrect patterns and incomplete/missing Web pages.
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1 Introduction
The management of a complex Web site is a nontrivial task, in which the
problematics related to the veriﬁcation and the correction of the (semistruc-
tured) data play a fundamental role. As a matter of fact, it is far simpler to
discover inconsistent information on the Web than to ﬁnd a well-maintained
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Web site. We believe that formal methods can bring a relevant contribution,
giving support to Automated Web site veriﬁcation.
For instance, the system xlinkit [3] allows one to check the consistency of
distributed, heterogeneous documents as well as to ﬁx the (possibly) inconsis-
tent information. Its speciﬁcation language is a restricted form of ﬁrst order
logic combined with Xpath expressions. [5] presents a framework for modeling
Web interactions and a type system, which can be employed to catch errors in
interactive Web programs. Other approaches employ model-checking [7,8,6]
and trace equivalence tests [4] in order to formalize and verify safety properties
related to the dynamic behavior of Web services (e.g. liveness and deadlock
prevention properties, properties on Web service workﬂows, etc.).
In our previous work [2], we have described the system Verdi which pro-
vides a rule-based language for the speciﬁcation and the veriﬁcation of syntac-
tic as well as semantic properties of collections of XML/XHTML documents.
Speciﬁcally, the system is able to detect missing/incomplete Web pages w.r.t.
a given formal speciﬁcation. Therefore, in our case, formal methodologies are
used to check static constraints, rather than dynamic properties of the Web
sites.
This paper describes an evolution of the Verdi system which improves
several aspects of the previous tool. Firstly, the new speciﬁcation language
does oﬀer the expressiveness and the computational power of functions (which
are modeled as term rewriting systems [9]) and is enriched by a new class of
rules (i.e., correctness rules) in order to express properties for the detection
of erroneous/forbidden information. Moreover, our veriﬁcation methodology
allows one to investigate both the syntax and the semantics of a Web site,
while the typical validation against DTDs and XML Schemas can only check
the syntactic layer of a given site. Secondly, a graphical interface has been
developed which provides a more friendly use of the tool.
The system is based on the theoretical framework we proposed in [1]. We
use rewriting-based technology both to specify the required properties and to
formalize a veriﬁcation technique, which is able to check them.
2 Web site denotation
In our framework, a Web page is either an XHTML or an XML document.
Since Web pages are provided with a tree-like structure, they can be straight-
forwardly translated into ordinary terms of a given term algebra. Note that
XML/XHTML tag attributes can be considered as common tagged elements,
and hence translated in the same way. Therefore, Web sites can be represented
as ﬁnite sets of (ground) terms. An example of such translation is given in
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<members> members(
<member status="professor"> member(status(professor),
<name> mario </name> name(mario),
<surname> rossi </surname> surname(rossi)
</member> )
<member status="student"> member(status(student),
<name> giulia </name> name(giulia),
<surname> verdi </surname> surname(verdi)
</member> )
</members> )
Fig. 1. An XML document and its corresponding encoding as a ground term.
Figure 1.
3 Web speciﬁcation language
A Web speciﬁcation is a triple (R, IN , IM), where R, IN , and IM are ﬁnite set
of rules. The set R contains the deﬁnition of some auxiliary functions which
the user would like to provide, such as string processing, arithmetic, boolean
operators, etc. It is formalized as a term rewriting system, which is handled
by standard rewriting [9]. The rewriting mechanism allows one to execute
function calls by simply reducing them to their irreducible form (that is, a
term that cannot be rewritten any longer).
The set IN describes constraints for detecting erroneous Web pages (cor-
rectNess rules). A correctness rule has the following form:
l ⇀ error | C
where l is a term, error is a reserved constant, and C is a (possibly empty)
ﬁnite sequence of membership tests w.r.t. a given regular language 4 (e.g.
X ∈ rexp), and/or equations over terms of the form s = t, where s and t are
terms. For the sake of expressiveness, we also allow to write inequalities of the
form s = t in C. Such inequalities are just syntactic sugar for (s = t) = false.
When C is empty, we simply write l ⇀ error.
Informally, the meaning of a correctness rule
l ⇀ error | X1 in rexp1, . . . , Xn in rexpn, s1 = t1 . . . sm = tm
is the following. Whenever an instance lσ of l is recognized in some Web
page p, where σ is a substitution, and
• each structured text Xiσ, i = 1, . . . , n, is contained in the language of the
corresponding regular expression rexpi;
• (ii) each instantiated equation (si = ti)σ, i = 1, . . . , m, holds;
4 Regular languages are denoted by the usual Unix-like regular expression syntax.
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then, Web page p is marked as an incorrect page. Moreover, the instantiated
pattern lσ provides us the piece of the Web page p containing the wrong
information. Thus, we are not only able to ﬁnd the erroneous Web page, but
also to precisely locate which part of the document we have to remove/modify.
The third set of rules IM speciﬁes some properties for discovering incom-
plete/missing Web pages (coMpleteness rules). A completeness rule is deﬁned
as l ⇀ r 〈q〉, where l and r are terms and q ∈ {E, A}. Completeness rules
of a Web speciﬁcation formalize the requirement that some information must
be included in all or some pages of the Web site. We use attributes 〈A〉 and
〈E〉 to distinguish “universal” from “existential” rules. Right-hand sides of
completeness rules can contain function calls of functions which are deﬁned in
R. We assume that each function call can be evaluated to its irreducible form
(i.e. normal formal) w.r.t. R. Besides, some symbols in the right-hand sides
of the rules may be marked by means of the symbol . Marking information
of a given rule r is used to select the subset of the Web site in which we want
to check the condition formalized by r. Intuitively, the interpretation of a
universal rule l ⇀ r 〈A〉 (respectively, an existential rule l ⇀ r 〈E〉) w.r.t. a
Web site W is as follows: if (an instance of) l is recognized in W , also (an
instance of) the irreducible form of r must be recognized in all (respectively,
some) of the Web pages which embed (an instance of) the marked part of r.
Example 3.1 Let R be a TRS deﬁning function Nat(X), which converts a
string X to a natural number, append(X, Y) which concatenates two strings,
and add(X, Y) which sums two natural numbers. Let (R, IN , IM) be a Web
speciﬁcation where IN and IM are deﬁned as follows:
member(name(X), surname(Y)) ⇀ hpage(fullname(append(X, Y)),status) 〈E〉
hpage(status(professor)) ⇀ hpage(status(professor), teaching)) 〈A〉
hpage(X) ⇀ error | X in [:TextTag:]* sex [:TextTag:]*
blink(X) ⇀ error
project(grant1(X), grant2(Y), total(Z)) ⇀ error | add(Nat(X), Nat(Y)) = Nat(Z)
pub(year(X)) ⇀ error | X in [0-9]*, ≤ (Nat(X), 1999) = true
The given Web speciﬁcation models some required properties for a Web site of
a research group. The ﬁrst two rules are completeness rules, while the remain-
ing ones are correctness rules. First rule formalizes the following property: if
there is a Web page containing a member list, then for each member, a home
page should exist which contains (at least) the full name and the status of this
member. The full name is computed by applying the function append to the
name and the surname of the member. The marking information establishes
that the property must be checked only on home pages (i.e., pages contain-
ing the tag “hpage”). Second rule states that, whenever a home page of a
professor is recognized, that page must also include some teaching informa-
tion. The rule is universal, since it must hold for each professor home page.
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Such home pages are selected by exploiting the mark given on the tag “sta-
tus”. The third rule forbids sexual contents from being published in the home
pages of the group members. Precisely, we check that the word sex does not
occur in any home page by using the regular expression [:TextTag:]* sex
[:TextTag:]*, which identiﬁes the regular language of all the strings, built
over the set of all the tags and raw texts, containing that word. The fourth
rule is provided with the aim of improving accessibility for people with disabil-
ities. It simply states that blinking text is forbidden in the whole Web site.
The ﬁfth rule states that, for each research project, the total project budget
must be equal to the sum of the funds, which has been granted for the ﬁrst
and the second research periods. The sixth rule formalizes the condition that
only recent publications are cited in the Web site (5 last years).
3.1 The veriﬁcation methodology
Diagnoses are carried out by running Web speciﬁcations on Web sites. The
operational mechanism is based on a novel rewriting-based technique called
partial rewriting, which is able to extract a partial structure from a term, and
then rewrite it. Roughly speaking, partial rewriting is a rewriting relation in
which pattern matching is replaced by a simulation algorithm (cf. [1]).
In order to ﬁnd correctness errors, we follow a method which is rather
simple. We apply correctness rules to Web pages. If a Web page is partially
rewritten to the constant error, then a correctness error for that page is
raised, since a piece of erroneous/forbidden information has been recognized.
As for completeness errors, we ﬁrst generate a set of requirements (i.e. data
which must be contained in the site) by partially rewriting the Web pages
via the completeness rules, then we use a simulation-based algorithm to check
whether the requirements are fulﬁlled, that is, the required information is not
missing. When a requirement is not satisﬁed, it witnesses the lack of some
information and the system outputs the incomplete Web page p together with
the information which should be added to p in order to fulﬁll the requirement.
4 The GVerdi veriﬁcation system
The veriﬁcation system has been implemented in Haskell (GHC v6.2.2) and
is publicly available together with a set of examples at
http://www.dsic.upv.es/users/elp/GVerdi.
The implementation consists of approximately 1100 lines of source code.
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Fig. 2. Screenshot of the veriﬁcation system GVerdi.
It includes a parser for semistructured expressions (i.e. XML/XHTML
documents) and Web speciﬁcations, and several modules implementing the
partial rewriting mechanism, the veriﬁcation technique, and the graphical user
interface. A snapshot of the running system is shown in Figure 2. The system
allows the user to load a Web site together with a Web speciﬁcation. Addi-
tionally, he/she can inspect the loaded data and ﬁnally check the Web pages
w.r.t. the Web site speciﬁcation. We have tested the system on several Web
sites. In many cases, we were able to detect both missing/incomplete and
incorrect Web pages eﬃciently.
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